
These are rules are complementary to the Comprehensive Rules. They concern only the 
rules used with Krosmaster Arena’s Frigost expansion. We’ve made a separate 
document for a better ease of use when playing with the Frigost rules.  
 
 
 
FROZEN MARKERS : 
 
On the Frigost game board, a character can receive Frozen +1MP/-1MP and +1AP/-AP  

tokens. These Frozen tokens are considered as regular +1MP/-1MP and 1AP/-1AP tokens 

when determining the amount of AP and MP a Krosmaster as during Preliminary step. 

However, a Frozen +1AP token only cancels a Frozen -1AP token, and conversely. A 

character can thus have a +1AP token and a Frozen -1AP token. A character may not 

receive more -1AP and Frozen -1AP tokens than his AP MAX characteristic. Furthermore, 

a Frozen +1MP token only cancels a Frozen -1MP token, and conversely. A character can 

thus have a +1MP token and a Frozen -1MP token. A character may not receive more -

1MP and Frozen -1MP tokens than his MP MAX characteristic. A character can thus have a 

+1MP token and a Frozen -1MP token. 

 

 

ICE CUBES : 
 

 
The Frigost board introduced a new type of Scenery, the Ice Cube.  

 

Some rules to resolve some case of complex moves with Ice Cubes : 

 

 
 An Ice Cube does not block the Lines of Sight. A cell that contains an Ice Cube is 

considered as a Free cell. If a character is standing on an Ice Cube, the MAX 

Range of all his Spells with alterable Range is increased by 1. Unlike the Crate, 

the Ice Cube does not have the Unfazed Power.  

 
 The Ice Shove Spell can only be cast by a Krosmaster adjacent to the Ice Cube. If 

the Ice Shove Spell is cast on a cell that contains an Ice Cube, it affects the Ice 

Cube only. The Ice Cube is Pushed Back by this Spell, moving as many cells as 

possible in a straight line without leaving an Ice Rink cell or entering an 

Impassable cell.  

 

 If a character or a Bomb is standing on the Ice Cube, the character or the Bomb 

remain on the Ice Cube and are moved along with the Ice Cube, even if it has the 

Unfazed Power. This special move is only generated by an Ice Cube that is moved 

by the Ice Shove Spell.  

 

 
 An Ice Cube can be moved by the Additional Effect of a Spell (for example 

Pushback or Attract); however it must always remain on the Ice Rink. If a Game 

Piece is standing on the Ice Cube, it is also affected by the Additional Effect of the 

Spell since it is a target of the Spell.  

 

Example: Luk Ylook casts his Repelling Arrow Spell (with Additional Effect 

Pushback 2) targeting a cell that contains an Ice Cube and Count Harebourg. 

There are 3 Ice Rink cells behind the Ice Cube. The Ice Cube is pushed back 2 

cells by the Repelling Arrow Spell. Count Harebourg is not pushed back because of 

his Unfazed Power.  



 

Example: Luk Ylook casts his Repelling Arrow Spell (with Additional Effect 

Pushback 2) targeting a cell that contains an Ice Cube and Bad Aboum. There is 

only 1 Ice Rink cell behind the Ice Cube. The Ice Cube is pushed back 1 cell by the 

Repelling Arrow Spell (not enough Ice Rink cells). Bad Aboum is pushed back 2 

cells. 

 
 
POWERS : 

 

Fragility 

 

This Power means: “When this Game Piece is the target of a WATER, AIR, EARTH, 

FIRE or NEUTRAL Spell, during Step 6 of the Spellcasting procedure, Damage 

inflicted by the WATER, AIR, EARTH, FIRE or NEUTRAL Spell to this Game Piece are 

increased by 1”.  

 

 

 

Blind 

 

This Power means: “When this Game Piece casts a Spell, you can only designate a 

cell that is adjacent to this Game Piece as the target of Spell”. 

 

A Game Piece with this Power cannot cast a Spell that targets the cell where the 

Game Piece is located, for example a Personal Spell. This Game Piece can only cast 

Close Combat Spells, or Spells that can target a cell at Range 1. 

 

Endurance 

 

This Power means: “When this Game Piece is the target of a WATER, AIR, EARTH, 

FIRE or NEUTRAL Spell, during Step 6 of the Spellcasting procedure, Damage 

inflicted by the WATER, AIR, EARTH, FIRE or NEUTRAL Spell to this Game Piece are 

decreased by 2”. 

 

Farmer 

 
This Power means: “At the end of the turn of this Krosmaster, if this Krosmaster 

picked up at least 1 Kama during this turn, take 1 Kama from the reserve and add 

it to your stock”. 

 

Frostbite 

 
This Power means: “The Attack Spells of this Game Piece are considered as Frozen 

Spells. During Step 6 of the Spellcasting procedure, place Frozen Injury markers on 

the targets of the Spell instead of regular Injury markers. A Game Piece with the 

Interior Fire Power is not affected by this Power”. 

 
Splicing 

 



This Power means: “If the Additional Effect of a Spell would place one or more +1MP 

tokens on the targets of the Spell, place Frozen +1MP instead. A Game Piece with 

the Interior Fire Power is not affected by this Power”. 

  
Desplicing 

 
This Power means: “If the Additional Effect of a Spell would place one or more -1MP 

tokens on the targets of the Spell, place Frozen -1MP instead. A Game Piece with 

the Interior Fire Power is not affected by this Power”.  

 

Akseleraktion 

 
This Power means: “If the Additional Effect of a Spell would place one or more +1AP 

tokens on the targets of the Spell, place Frozen +1AP instead. A Game Piece with 

the Interior Fire Power is not affected by this Power”. 

 
Glaciaktion 

 

This Power means: “If the Additional Effect of a Spell would place one or more -1AP 

tokens on the targets of the Spell, place Frozen -1AP instead. A Game Piece with 

the Interior Fire Power is not affected by this Power”. 

 

Interior Fire  

 

This Power means: “This Game Piece cannot receive Frozen Injury markers, Frozen 

MP tokens or Frozen AP tokens. If this Game Piece would receive a Frozen marker 

or token, it receives a regular marker or token instead. Furthermore, its Healing 

Spells can Heal Frozen Injury markers as if they were regular Injury markers”. 

 

 

 

 


